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living animals is but an infinitesimally small application of the 
licence which common life claims for itself in reo-ard of 
animals ; and I would challenge such men to with 
strict impartiality, what are their own responsibilities, and 
indirect, in regard of the infliction of pain on livinO' animals. 

I against any man:S applying to this impor
tant questiOn a purely arbttrary standard of right or wrong. 
Those who pronounce judgment on their neighbours must be 
prepared to state the principle on which they judge. "Com
pound for sins you are inclined to, by damning those you have 
no mind to," is the Pharisee's easy-going formula. Where would 

be if that were generally accepted ? Suppose a genus of 
let men draw an arbitrary line across it-a line pre

by no better rule than that ":hich governed the lady's 
dtshke to Dr. Fell ; let them affix a mckname of praise to all on 
one side of the line, and a nickname of dispraise to all on the 
other : truly we should thus have the readie t of royal roads to 
unlimited mutual persecution. 

And I protest against a standard of right and wrong being 
fixed for us on grounds which are merely sentimental. In certain 
circles of society, at the present time, a:sthetics count for all in 
all ; and an emoticn against what they are pleased to call 
" vivisection" answers their purpose of the moment as well as 
any little With such sections of society, our 
professiOn cannot senonsly argue. Our own verb of life is 
lp-y&(<11'8at, not cxlt1'8ctvw·Oat. \Ve have to think of usefulness to 
man. And to us, according to mir standard of rio-ht and wron<>" 
perhaps those lackadaisical ;esthetics may seem a feeble 
of sensuality. 

\)f the and agitation-mongers who, happy in 
thetr hystencs or thetr hue, go about day by day calumniating 
our profession and trying to stir up against it the prejudices and 
passions of the ignorant, I have only to express my contempt. 

I to have had to speak at so much length of the heavy 
cloud whiCh at present hangs over the study of scientific medicine 

England, and which, in my opinion, is likely to be of specially 
dtsastrous effect on the progress of preventive medicine. As a 
very old public servant in that cause, I should indeed grieve to 
see it brought to a stand-still for want of the scientific nurture 
which, in truth, is its very basis of life; and, speaking publicly 
of the danger on this occasion, I have hoped that the occasion 
may give importance to what I say. 

And now, gentlemen, from contemplating that cloud, which 
happily is but local, and which perhaps may be but temporary, 
I gladly turn to skies which have no cloud. If there exist in the 
social organism any function whatsoever for which development 
and eventual triumph may be foretold, surely it is that of State 
Medicine. Of the two great factors concerned in it-the two 
strong powers which within our own time have converged to 
make it the reality which it is-the growth of science on the one 
hand, and the growing stress of common humanity on the other, 
neither one is likely to fail. Of our science it is needless to say 
that it will grow. To the science of nature indeed is allotted 
that one incomparable human day which knows no sunset. In 
the pure light of its ever-present daybreak, individual workers 
will pass away, generations will change, but the studies of 
Nature, and, above all, the gathering of such knowledge as can 
lessen ma.n's physical difficulties and sufferings, will surely grow 
from age to age, and, as on Proserpina's sacred tree, one golden 
fruit will follow another : "simili frondescet virga metallo." 
And no less also in the other direction, the auguries are wholly 
for Popular education is gradually making its way, 
and tt wtll grow to be a force on our side. Masses of mankind 
that now have to be humbly pleaded for by others, will then be 
strong to speak for themselves. Physical interests, now but 
little understood, will then be within grasp of all men's a ppre
hension. Not only will health be recoo-nised at its true value 
and its elementary requirements be regarded, but also the 
and villanies which are now committed against it will have 
become intelligible to the common mind; and the workman of 
the future will strike against being cheated in health as he would 
now strike against being cheated in wages. As such times come 
to the world, the science and the profession which care for man as 
man. will get to be better appreciated than now. And in pro
portiOn as an educated people grows to become Body-Politic, 
State Medicine will be seen to represent the true ideal of 
Government-action which sets its standard of success in the 
"greatest happiness of the greatest number." 

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN 
THE GREAT COMET OF 1881.-The observations of this body 

in both hemispheres from its discovery on May 22 by Mr. Tebbutt 
at Windsor, N. S. W., to the end of last month, are closely 
represented by a parabolic orbit. The intensity of light is now 
rapidly going off, and if any decided deviation from the parabola 
is established it can only be through the later observations in 
these latitudes. It is therefore important for the theory of the 
comet that the larger instruments in our observatories should be 
brought to. bear upon the .accurate determinations of position, 
and that thts should be contmued as long as practicable. The 
following ephemeris for Greenwich midnight is calculated from 
elements, which are likely to give the comet's places pretty 
closely:-

August 20 
22 
24 
26 
28 

Sept. 
30 

I 

3 
5 
7 
9 

II 

13 
I5 
17 
19 
21 
23 

Right Ascension. 
h. m. s. 
14 31 0 

38 IO 
45 22 
52 36 

14 59 52 
15 7 I0 

14 31 
21 54 
29 18 
36 46 
44 I6 
5I 5I 

IS 59 29 
IIi 7 II 

I4 57 
22 47 
30 42 

I6 38 4I 

Declination. 

+ 7'7 Ig'·6 
77 3'0 
76 47'1 
76 3I '9 
76 I 7'2 
76 3'2 
75 49'2 
75 35'7 
75 22'4 
75 9'3 
74 56'3 
74 43'4 
74 30'8 
74 I8'I 
74 5'4 
73 52'6 
73 39'7 

+ 73 26'7 

Log. Distance from 
Earth. Sun. 

0'1206 O'I50I 

0'1376 

0'1532 

O'I672 

0'1837 

0'1995 

O'I8IO 0'2148 

0'1934 ... 0'2295 

0'2050 ... 0'2436 

0'2I6o 0'2572 

The intenstty of light on September 23 will be only one-third of 
that on August 20. 

Dr. B. A. Gould has published in pamphlet-form an account 
of the Cordoba observations of this comet, with particular refer· 
ence to his observations of June II, to which we referred last 
week. We give his conclnsions respecting the object seen that 
evening in his own words :-"La latitud considerable presta poca 
probabilidad a Ia hip6tesis de que esta estrella haya sido un 
planeta interior. El movimiento relativo . en declinacion, y Ia 
falta de cualquier objeto visible de Ia misma clase en Ia vecindad 
del cometa el dia siguiente, no parecen admitir Ia suposicion que 
el cometa se hubiera dividido como el de Biela. El brillo que 
se necesitaba, para que fuese visible la estrella en aquel 
momenta y aquella posicion, indica una magnitud no inferior a 
Ia tercera. 

" Esta observacion tam bien tiene que esperar su solucion en 
lo futuro, y tal vez solo despues de muchos ai'ios." 

SCHABERLE'S COMET.-According to M. Bigourdan's ele
ments, the position of this comet at Berlin midnight on August 
23 will be in R,A. uh. ·42'5m., Dec!. +40° 34', and at the 
same hour on August 25 in R.A. 12h. r6·om., Dec!. +34° 14', 
and the intensity of light will be at a maximum between these 
dates. It may be observable in tht" other hemisphere for some 
weeks after perihelion passage. 

THE COMPANION OF SIRIUS,-Prof. Colbert of the Dearborn 
Observatory, Chicago, has calculated the following orbit of the 
companion to Sirius :-Apastron passage, 1867'0, position of 
node, 42° '4; node to periastron in the direction of the star's 
(retrograde) motion, I33o; inclination, 57°"I; eccentricity, o·s8; 
semi-axis major, 8"'4I; period, 49·6 l.ears. These elements 
give, for 1881 '2 : angle of position, 45· '6; distance, 9"·9; and 
for 1882'2, position 43°'1; distance, 9"'5· For r8go·2 the posi
tion is 322°'2; distance, 2"'2; and the distance is near its 
minimum. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
The :Joumal of Anatomy and Physiology, val. xv. Part IV. 

July, I88I, contains: On the ovary in incipient cystic disease, 
by Dr. V. D. Harris and A. Doran (Plate 23).-The anatomy of 
the Koala (Phascolarctos cinenus), by Dr. A. H. Y oung.-On 
the lymphatics of the pancreas, by Drs. George and F. Elizabeth 
Hoggan (Plate 24).-A case of primary cancer of the femur, by 
R. Maguire (Plate case of chronic lobar pneumonia, by 
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Thomas Harris.-A contribution to the pathological anatomy of 
primary lateral sclerosis (sclerosis of the pyramidal tracts), by 
Dr. Dreschfeld (Plate 26).-0n the form and proportions of a 
foetal Indian elephant, by Prof. Turner (Plate 27).-0n the 
femoral artery in apes, by Dr. J. Macdonald Brown.-The 
brain and nervous system : a summary and a review, by Robert 
Garner.-lndex to vol. xv. 

THE recent numbers of Trimen's 'Journal if Botany (217-223) 
contain quite the average number of articles of interest, relating 
both to British and to foreign botany.-H. and J. Groves de
scribe Chara obtusa, a species new to Britain.-Dr. Vines sum
marises the existing literature on the very difficult and intricate 
subject of the morphology of the Scorpioid Cyme, re'erring 
especially to the confusion resulting from the difference in the use 
between Continental and English writers of the terms "helicoid" 
and "scorpioid."-Prof. Dickson gives a very interesting account 
of the morphology of the pitcher of Cephalotus follicularis, illus
trated by two plates. His conclusions on its structure are thus 
summarised :-" I. That the pitcher results from a calceolate 
pouching of the leaf-blade from the upper surface. 2. That the 
apex of (the leaf is on the far side of the pitcher-orifice [from 
the main axis and from the lid, and is probably represented by 
the tip of the middle dorsal wing. 3· That the pitcher-lid 
represents an outgrowth or excrescence from the upper leaf-sur
face." Mr. C. B. Clarke and Dr, Hance continue their descrip
tive papers, the former relating chiefly to Indian, the latter to 
Chinese botany, and including the description of many new 
species. Among the more important of Mr. Clarke's contribu
tions is a complete review of-the order Commelinacere, in which 
are comprised 307 species (including the common Tradescantia 
virginica, or Virginian spider-wort of our gardens), distributed 
over twenty-six genera. These are placed by Mr. Clarke in 
three tribes-the Polliere (26 species), Commelinere (144 species), 
and Tradescantie.:e, which includes nineteen out of the twenty-six 
genera. 

THOUGH the recent numbers (41, 42) of the Scottish 
Naturalist contain no article calling for special remark, this 
quarterly fully maintains the character which it has already 
acquired under the editorship of Dr. Buchanan White. 

THE American Naturalist, July, I88I, contains: On the 
origin and descent of the human brain, by S. V. Clevenger.-On 
the eastern snow bird, by Samuel Lockwood.-On bacteria as 
a cause of disease in by T. J. Burrill.-Record of Ameri
can carcinology for z88o, by J. S. Kingsley.-Aboriginal stone
dnilling, by Charles Rau.-On the effects of impacts and strains 
on the feet of mlld,llillil.].i, by E. D. Cope. 

IN the last number of the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical 
Club which has reached us are two interesting articles. Mr. F. 
Wolle described several freshwater algre new to the flora of the 
United States, several of them being previously undescribed. 
These are Synechococcus racemosus, Calothrix Hosfordii, and 
C. laculosa. Prof. C. E. Bessey describes and figures a simple 
dendrometer for measuring the height of trees. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, No. 6.-Determination of 
the specific gravity of distilled mercury at 0°, and the disturbing 
reactive dilatations of the glass therewith connected, by P. 
Volkmann.-Researches on sound-strength, by A. Oberbeck.
On the quantity of electricity furnished by an influence-machine 
of the second kind, and its relation to moisture, by E. Riecke.
On the distribution of electricity on the surface of moved con
ductors, by H. R. Hertz.-On Herr Exner's experiments with 
regard to the theory of Volta's fundamental experiments, by Y. 
A. Julius.-The determination of the transference-numbers of 
the ions for lithium and carbonic acid compounds, by J. Kuschel. 
-On the galvanic behaviour of carbon, by H. Muraoka.-Re
marks on Herr Warburg's paper, on some actions of magnetic 
coercitive force, by C. Fromme.-The intensity of the horizontal 
terrestrial magnetic force for Gi:ittingen in I88o, with the secular 
variation of the same, by K. Schering.-On a new volumeno
meter, by A. Paalzow. -On the oxygen spectrum, by A. Paalzow 
and H. W. V agel.-The photometry of the Fraunhofer lines, 
by K. Vierordt.-A polarisation-apparatus of platina-cyanide of 
magnesium, by E. Lommel.-On the law of dispersion, by the 
same.-Researches on the height of the atmosphere, &c. (con
tinued), by A. Ritter.-On the absolute size of gas-molecules, 
by E. Dorn.-Remaiks on Herr Besselhagen's paper on a new 
form of the Ti:ipler mercury air-pump, by F. Neesen. 

THE Nuovo Giornale Botanico Italiano for April contains an 
article by A. Piccone on the cause of the disease which was oo 
destructive to the chestnut trees in the province of Genoa in the 
year 188o, and which was previously obscure. He claims to 
have established that it is due to the attacks of a parasitic fungus, 
Septoria ca·tanetZ, which attacks the branches and leaves, but 
the reproductive organs of which he has been unable to detect. 
Its extraordinary development during that year appeared to be 
due to the rainy character of the summer. Fitzgerald and 
Bottini's article on the bryology of the valleys of the rivers 
Secchio and Magra is accompanied by a valuable coloured map 
showing the nature of the soil in the district bordering the 
western coast of the peninsula. stretching from near the Gulf of 
Spezzia to Lucca. 

Zeitschrijt fiir wissenschaflliche Zoologie, Bd. 35, Heft 4, 
J nne I 4, I 88 I, contains : On the minute structure of the stig
mata in the insects, by 0. Krancher (plates 28 and 29).-A re
vision of the species of Holothuroids described by Prof. Brandt 
from Mertens' collection, by Dr. Hubert Ludwig.-Contribution 
to a knowledge of the Hydrachnid genus Midea of Bruzelius, 
by F. Ki:inike (plate 30).-A revision of the Hydrachnids 
described by H. Lebert from the Lake of Geneva, by F. 
Ki:iuike.-Contribution to a knowledge of the Psorosperme.:e of 
fish, by Prof. 0. Biitschli (plate 31).-Studies on the Bopyridre, 
by Prof. R. Kossmann (plates 32 to 35). 

Re7ut Internationale des Sciences Biologiques, June IS.-Exa
mination of vision from the staud-point of general•medicine (con
cluded), by M. Charpentier.-Insane conceptions, their me· 
chanism and diagnostic character, by M. Spitzka. 

Revue Internationale des Sciences biologiques, July, I88I, con· 
tains :-Metallotherapy, by Dr. L. H. Petit.-Protoplasm con
sidered as the ba,is of animal and vegetable life, by Prof. 
Hanstein.-The multiplication, colonisation, and encystment ot 
the rhizopods, a review by Dr. Biitschli,-On the coloration of 
living protoplasm by Bismarck Brown, by L. F. Henneguy. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 
LONDON 

Entomological Society, August 3.-R. Meldola, F.C.S., 
vice-president, in the chair,-Miss E. A. Ormerod exhibited 
some Coleoptera and Hemiptera from Port Elizabeth, South 
Africa.-Mr, E. A. Fitch exhibited an ear of wheat infested by 
Siphonophora granarii, every specimen of which was attacked 
by a parasite belonging to the Allotria or Aphidius.
Papers read: Mr. A. H. Swinton, on the oviposition of Iodis 
werasaria,-Prof. Westwood, description of a new genus of 
Hymenopterous insects (Dyscolesthes) from Chili.-Mr. A. G. 
Butler, descriptions of new genera and species of Lepidoptera 
from Japan.-Mr. R. Trimen, on some new species of Rhopalo
cera from Southern Africa.-Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse, descrip
tions of new Longicorn Coleoptera from India,-Mr. W. L. 
Distant, descriptions of some new neotropical PentatomidtZ and 
CoreidtZ, and of the female of Morpho Adonis, Cram. 
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